Thermorph: Democratizing 4D Printing of Self-Folding Materials and Interfaces
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**ABSTRACT**

We develop a novel method printing complex self-folding geometries. We demonstrated that with a desktop fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printer, off-the-shelf printing filaments and a design editor, we can print flat thermoplastic composites and trigger them to self-fold into 3D with arbitrary bending angles. This is a suitable technique, called Thermorph, to prototype hollow and foldable 3D shapes without losing key features. We describe a new curved folding origami design algorithm, compiling given arbitrary 3D models to 2D unfolded models in G-Code for FDM printers. To demonstrate the Thermorph platform, we designed and printed complex self-folding geometries (up to 70 faces), including 15 self-curved geometric primitives and 4 self-curved applications, such as chairs, the simplified Stanford Bunny and flowers. Compared to the standard 3D printing, our method saves up to 60\% - 87\% of the printing time for all shapes chosen.
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**INTRODUCTION**

3D Printing is still slow to complete the printing of reasonably sized 3D objects [21]. The rose flower in Figure 2a takes almost 9 hours to be printed on our FDM printer (MakerBot Replicator 2X), and requires at least 15 minutes for post processing. Recently, researchers have devised many ways to speed up the 3D printing and prototyping processes, including replacing non-critical parts with low-fidelity structures [19, 21, 34], inventing new solidification mechanisms [37] and machine control mechanisms [40]. Self-folding materials have been mentioned as one way to increase the speed of manufacturing 3D objects. However, the previous methods require intensive laser stacking and a post-assembly process [1, 8, 14, 36]. To automate the making of self-folding and transforming materials, researchers investigated printing processed and coined 4D printing methods [35]. However, even for 4D printed self-folding materials, challenges exist for their general accessibility: either these systems require material synthesized by someone with expertise in material science or chemistry [11, 12], or the material is not generalized enough to be used to create certain arbitrary 3D geometries [28].

Due to the obvious advantage of the self-folding process to accelerate the fast prototyping of 3D objects, as well as the progress and constraints in the previous self-folding related projects, we feel the urge to bring self-folding materials and mechanisms further and present them to the HCI.
community as an example of a practical and fast prototyping technique. Thermorph is to fulfill this mission (Figure 1).

To make it a practical platform, there were a few criteria we set as Thermorph was developed:

- It should be an automated printing process, no pre- or post-processing.
- It should be on a desktop FDM printer to make this 4D printing technique readily accessible for researchers, hobbyists, classrooms, museums and developing countries.
- It should use off-the-shelf, low-cost and accessible printing filaments.
- While heat is generated by various energy sources and is deliberated by various media, such as air, microwave or water [12, 28, 45], Thermorph should be made of thermoplastic for its fitness as a general prototyping material.
- Thermorph should be an end-to-end approach, which means that users can input their desired 3D shape and see the printer printing it out automatically.
- Unlike most of the self-folding and 4D printing work which showcases a group of predesigned primitives and combinations of these primitives, Thermorph should be able to handle arbitrary 3D geometries.

![Image](54x317 to 129x391)

**Figure 2. A comparison of the estimate of the printing time and material consumption. (a) 3D model of a rose printed in the standard mode; and (b) flat Thermorph composite which can self-folds into the same rose as (a) after being heated.**

Figure 2 shows the estimate of the printing time and material consumption from Makebot Print, the official slicing software for commercial desktop 3D Printer MakerBot. Figure 2a is a 3D model of a rose printed normally. Figure 2b is a Thermorph flat composite that consists of four layers; it self-folds into a rose with the same size as the first one when heated. Comparing the Thermorph approach with the standard FDM 3D printing approach, to print out the same rose, Thermorph saves 86% printing time, 75% printing materials and 99% post processing time.

In this paper, we firstly describe the material mechanism, and demonstrate a library of primitives. We then walk through our software to demonstrate its design capability, followed by the implementation of its pipeline. Lastly, we describe application prototypes in the context of self-folding furniture, transportation, armors and decorative art.

### CONTRIBUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The main contributions of the work are as follows:

- Novel material composite and printing method: we present a novel way of creating self-folding composite structures with easily accessible FDM printers and off-the-shelf thermoplastic printing filaments. The unique composite design and printing method enable a programmable bending angle ranging from -180° to 180°, and a wide range of geometrical primitives.
- Automated design and fabrication pipeline: our prior work [1] showed a pipeline to handle arbitrary 3D geometries with sharp folds. In this paper, we extend and generalize the pipeline by developing new modules, including a design algorithm for curved origami (self-folding) geometries and web-based user-interface software.
- We implement several application scenarios that demonstrate the use of Thermorph: self-folding furniture, boats, armors, and decorative art pieces.

However, the resulting techniques are also subject to limitations:

- The constraints of printing size and resolution with standard desktop FDM printers, the suitable shapes are 3D meshes that can be simplified into a limited number (<70) of flat faces without losing key features. Based on our experiments, a shape with no more than 40 faces can be printed with a good quality on a Makerbot Replicator 2X with a 25x15cm printing capacity. This step is optional for a directly printable mesh.
- Our simulation tool does not consider gravity and the material's own weight. For most of the complex shapes shown in the application section, we fold them up in a heated water tank to attenuate the effect of weight, and we chose the relatively centered face as the fixed face during the folding process, or purposely modified the printing speed from the theoretical calculation to mitigate gravity influence. Currently, our material can fold in mid-air but the transformation cannot be simulated precisely with our software.
- The structure has small holes at the end of each hinge, which is due to the inherent constraints of the unfolding algorithms we use (Figure 12).

### BACKGROUND: SHAPE MEMORY OF THERMOPLASTIC

Shape memory thermoplastic has the capability of changing its shape upon temperature changes [43]. The shape memory effect exists in a large group of thermoplastics, including widely-used PLA and ABS in FDM 3D printing.
There are two important temperature parameters to study shape memory thermoplastic: glass transition temperature ($T_g$) and melting temperature ($T_m$) which control the phase transitions of the plastic (Figure 3). For our Thermorph material which contains shape memory PLA, we have to heat it above its $T_g$ (60-65°C) and below its $T_m$ (173-178°C) in order to make it elastic and trigger it to self-fold.

As Figure 4 shows that shape memory process consists of two steps. **Step 1 - shape programming:** we can heat a thermoplastic above its $T_g$ and below its $T_m$ to mold it from its original shape (permanent shape) into a temporary shape, and keep it at its temporary shape by decreasing the temperature below $T_g$. **Step 2 - shape recovery:** if we reheat the material to be above $T_g$ [17]. In the next section, we will talk about how Thermorph material is designed by utilizing this effect.

**THERMOPH MATERIALS**

**Mechanisms of Thermorph Material**

During the printing process, the polymer chain is being rearranged and residual stress can be built: when PLA is being extruded, the polymer chain is pulled and straight; it will be forced to keep the straight state (the state of Temporary Shape after Step 1 in Figure 4) after it quickly cools and solidifies. If we reheat the solidified PLA, it will release the residual stress, return its polymer chain to its chaotic, or low energy mode, and shorten along the printing direction (the state of Permanent Shape after Step 2 in Figure 4).

In order to convert this shortening effect upon reheating into a bending behavior for our self-folding purpose, we propose a bi-layer structure: one layer of Thermopolyurethane (TPU) as the constrain layer and three layers of PLA as the active layer. Together these four layers form an actuator.

Figure 5 shows two possible ways of printing Thermorph actuator to achieve both concave and convex folding. In case A, the PLA layer is printed firstly; and in case B, the TPU layer is printed firstly. Both cases can bend substantially upon being heated. However, case A has a bigger bending angle than case B. That is because that the active layer (the PLA layer) in case A is printed on a relatively cool substrate - blue tape on the printing bed, while case B has its active layer (the PLA layer) printed on a comparably warm substrate - the previous TPU layer. As a result, PLA in case A built a bigger residual strain/stress comparing with case B.

Moreover, the different bending angles in both cases are due to another reason: the differences in the residual stress between the top and bottom sides of one single PLA layer. Upon heating, the bottom side shrinks more as it retains more stress due to the constraints of the printing bed or the existing layer below [3, 31]. As a result, one single PLA layer tends to bend downwards when reheated. In case A, both the stress in each single PLA layer and the global constrains of TPU cause the strip to bend downwards, thus both effects add up for a downward bending; however, in case B, two effects cause opposite bending directions, and so the final behaved bending angle is smaller than case A.

**Controllability**

We conducted a quantitative analysis of the bending performance on both actuators (case A and B from Figure 5). All the samples contain a middle actuator part and two side face parts. The fold angle of a sample is defined by an excluded angle of the extension lines from two side faces (the excluded angle is 180° minus the included angle). As explained before, the actuator part is composed of three active layers (PLA) and one constrain layer (TPU). We measured how the printing speed (Figure 6) and the length of the actuator (Figure 7) can affect the bending angle for both cases. The data is used to provide us not only a reference for the design, but also a quantitative material performance guideline for the software development.
Figure 6. The fold angle as a function of the printing speed of the PLA layers (the length and width of the PLA is 20mm and 10mm, respectively). The printing speed of the TPU was 1500mm/min.

Figure 7. The fold angle as a function of the actuator length (the width of each sample is 10mm). The printing speed of the TPU was 1500mm/min, PLA was 5000mm/min.

Figure 6 shows that as the printing speed of the PLA layers is increased, the fold angle increases as well. This can be intuitively understood as that the faster the printing filament is pulled, the larger the residual stress is formed within the printing filament, and the more dramatically it will recover.

Figure 7 shows that the length of the actuator can be another very effective parameter to tune the bending angle. The bending angles measured for case A and B are used as a reference in our Thermorph editor discussed in the following section. In addition to the experimental results, we have performed a finite element analysis based simulation to verify our experiments and hypothesis on the material mechanisms. Figure 7 shows that the simulation is well aligned with the experimental data.

THE DESIGN PRIMITIVES OF THERMORPH

Geometrical Primitives
By controlling the printing orientation and printing speed of the active layer (PLA) within the actuator, we can create a wide variety of geometrical shapes that can be folded from flat patterns (see Table 1 at the end of the paper).

For all the samples except those under the polyhedron fold category, we can plan the printing toolpath with the forward design flow in our software editor (explained in the following section); all the samples of polyhedron fold are designed with the inverse design flow by importing the desired 3D models.

PLA and TPU were extruded through a 0.4mm nozzle. PLA was heated to 210 °C and TPU 230 °C. Layer thickness was 0.2mm. All the printed samples were triggered at 70 °C for ~2 minutes for their self-folding effects.

Straight Fold: the printing lines of the actuator are parallel to at least one of the geometry edges.

Angled Fold: the printing lines of the actuator are not parallel to any geometry edges.

Two-side Fold: actuator layers are located on both sides of the geometry.

Circular Fold: the printing lines of the actuator are circular. Compared to some other thermoplastic based self-folding techniques [1, 18], our technique has an advantage of printing curved creases with ease and flexibility.

Polygonal Fold: lines fold into polygons. The narrow actuator is achieved by increasing the printing speed from commonly recommended PLA printing speed of 3000 mm/min to 9000 mm/min.

Polyhedron Fold: we showed a series of polyhedrons with printing tool path produced by our software tool. These were generated and printed quickly, with 15 - 30 minutes designing and printing time for each.

Shape Memory Primitives

Figure 8. Shape recovery effect.

All the self-folding structures printed here retain the shape memory effect introduced in previous Figure 4. If we deform the folded shape under heat, it can recover to its folded state (Figure 8). This repetitive deforming-recovering effect can be utilized for interaction design, such
as the iron deformable armor we discussed in the application (Figure 17).

**THERMORPH USER INTERFACE**

Figure 9. Thermorph editor: an interactive web-based design, visualization and simulation tool.

An interactive web-based design platform is developed to help with the design, simulation and fabrication of Thermorph structures (Figure 9). The end-to-end pipeline allows users to start with a 3D model or 2D pattern, and end with a printed sheet that can self-fold into a desired 3D shape upon heating.

The underlining pipeline is composed of five modules. Modeling, compiling and simulating modules are the backbones, while interactive editing and visualization modules provide the actual design environment. Our deterministic geometry algorithm providing mathematically guaranteed machine codes allows users to focus on the designs rather than hypothesize the right composite geometry for a desired transformation type.

Borrowing the design concept of inverse and forward kinematics in robotics [3], we include two design flows: inverse and forward design flow. While the inverse design flow helps users who already have a desired 3D shape to fold into, the forward design flow enables users to define the folding angles and explore the possible folded shape before they finalize their design.

**Inverse Design Walkthrough**

In this process (Figure 10), our steps start by (a) importing a desired 3D model that we hope to print flat; (b) simplifying the mesh into a sharp folding origami model, the input mesh is simplified into a desired number of mesh faces; (c) unfold the mesh, which can be unfolded into a 2D origami pattern, each edge is associated with a fold angle and a fold sequence information; (d) converting the sharp folding origami pattern into a curved folding origami pattern, and this step integrates the actual Thermorph actuator mechanisms; (e) simulating folding, thus we can simulate how the 2D pattern can be folded back into the original simplified 3D mesh; (f) generating the printing toolpath, the G-Code, contains information of the actuator geometry on each folding hinges, printing toolpath, printing speed, material options and other printing parameters on each layer; (g) printing the flat composite sheet; finally (h) triggering the self-folding with heat (hot water in this case).

**Figure 10. Inverse Design walkthrough to create the self-folding Stanford bunny.**

**Forward Design Walkthrough**

In this design process (Figure 11), instead of importing a 3D mesh, our steps start by (a) importing a 2D pattern with the desired folding hinge location, and select each hinge to define the desired folding angle; (b) simulating folding in real-time simultaneously with Step a, thus user can obtain real-time feedback on the final folded shapes; (c) adjusting the selected actuator length, while keep the folding angle consistent, which is to give users more flexibility to adjust the bending curvature from a sharp fold to a curved bend, and printing speed will be adjusted accordingly; (d) simulating the folding of the entire pattern; (e, f, g) follow the same steps of the inverse design flow.

**Figure 11. Forward design walkthrough to create a self-folding boat.**

**THERMORPH PIPELINE**

Thermorph pipeline is a general design algorithm compiling an arbitrary 3D geometry into head motions of a 3D printer in G-Code format. Figure 12 shows an overview of the pipeline with a pyramid as an example, composed of one square and four equilateral triangles.
Step 1: Mesh Preparation for A Selected 3D Printer
This step adjusts a given geometry and make it suitable for a target 3D printer. The output is a pre-processed mesh $M=(V, F, p)$, where vertex $v$ is in the vertex set $V$, a face $(v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_t)$ is a polygon with $t$ vertices in the face set $F$, and $p(v)$ is a coordination in a 3D space $(\mathbb{R}^3)$ associated to vertex $v$. For example, the Stanford Bunny in Figure 10a is a given mesh. Figure 10b shows the adjusted Stanford Bunny for printing by simplification and scale filters of Meshlab [4].

Step 2: Unfold Mesh and Calculate Fold Angles
This step outputs development $D=(V, F, q, \theta)$, which is an unfolded mesh with fold angle information (Figure 12b). For this step, we reuse algorithms [1, 32] that unfold a mesh and calculate the fold angles. Vertex set $V$ and face set $F$ are from the input mesh, and $q(v)$ is the unfolded coordination of vertex $v$ on a plane ($\mathbb{R}^2$). $E(F)$ is the edge set containing fold line $e\in E(F)$; the fold line is defined by the intersection of the faces and is associated to the fold angle $\theta(e)\in [-\pi, \pi]$ (Figure 12a). Depending on whether it is greater or smaller than 0°, it represents either a valley fold or a mountain fold. The fold angle between the square and the triangle is

$$\theta = \pi - \arccos \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \approx 2.2 \text{ radians (126.1°)}.$$

![Figure 12. Convert an origami pattern to a Thermorph printing pattern. (a) folded states of the development, (b) unfolded states of the development (a net representing traditional origami) (c-e) Converting process. (f) The thin lines of four actuation areas represent the direction of the curve, when it is triggered. (f) The curve origami model folds on its actuator. The angle of arc O is equal to the fold angle $\theta$. (g) Thermorph's 3D geometry- the curve origami model, which is (e)'s self-folded geometry.](image)

Step 3: Build Curve Origami Model
Step 3 is to compile a development (Figure 12b) representing the 3D geometry (Figure 12a) to a curved origami model (Figure 12c) representing Thermorph's 3D geometry (Figure 12g).

Thermorph’s curve origami model is based on a uniform shrinking material model. According to our experimental results shown in Figure 6 and 7, printing speed determines the arc of an actuator with radius $r$. For the fold angle $\theta$ of a given development (Figure 12a, f), a unique arc (with $r$) exists as shown in Figure 12f. The distance of two ends along the curve is $W$ (Figure 12f). The width $W$ of the unfolded actuator (Figure 12f) is determined by $r$ and $\theta$:

$$W = r \cdot |\theta|.$$

To locate the faces of the curved origami model, our algorithm solves the reduction length $L$ and shifting distance $\delta$, with the determined gap distance $W$

$$L - \delta = W.$$

Because the angle $\theta$ of arc $O$ and fold angle $\theta$ are the same, the reduction length $L$ is

$$L = 2 \cdot \left(\frac{L'}{2}\right) = 2 \cdot \left(\tan \frac{\theta}{2} \cdot r\right).$$

The shifting distance is $\delta$

$$\delta = L - W = 2 \cdot \left(\tan \frac{\theta}{2} \cdot r\right) - r \cdot |\theta|.$$

After solving the reduction length $L$ and shifting distance $\delta$, the algorithm reduces the size of two adjacent faces by moving the outlines (Figure 12c). The reduced length of each polygon is $\frac{L}{2}$. The moved outline changes the edge lengths of the faces. If $e_0$ denotes the original edge length, the reduced square’s edge length is $e_1 = e_0 - 2 \cdot \left(\frac{L}{2}\right)$ and the reduced triangle’s edge length is $e_2 = e_0 - 2 \cdot \left(\frac{L}{2}\right) \cdot \sin \frac{\pi}{6}$.

Next, the faces are shifted by the shifting distance $\delta$ (Figure 12d). Finally, the algorithm inserts a trapezoid-shaped actuator with the gap distance, as shown in Figure 12e. Algorithm 1 shows the details of the actuator insertion.

### Algorithm 1: Compile Curved Origami Model

**Input:** Development $(V, F, q, \theta)$.

**Output:** Curved origami model $(V', F', C, q')$

1. For each edge $e = (a, b) \in E(F)$, such that $e$ is between two faces, $f_1$ and $f_2$.
   a. Add new point $q'(a)$ and $q'(b)$ by copying $q(a)$ and $q(b)$, respectively.
   b. Replace vertices $a$, $b$ of $f_2$ to new vertices $a'$, $b'$, respectively.
   c. Add new point $q'(a')$ and $q'(b')$ by copying $q(a)$ and $q(b)$, respectively.
   d. Insert new actuator $c= (a, b, (b', a'))$ into actuator set $C$.
   e. Shift edge $(a, b)$ and $(a', b')$ with $L/2$ (Figure 12c).
   f. Shift face $f_2$ and all connected faces with $\delta$ (Figure 12d).

2. Output modified pattern as a curved origami model.

Step 4: Generate G-Code for Printing

The last step is to convert the printing pattern into G-Code. Considering that the bending direction is the same as the printing direction, when printing the actuator (the folding area), the toolpath should be perpendicular to the edges of the connected faces. While for faces between actuators, the printing direction does not matter. In addition, to strengthen the connections between actuators and faces, we print the PLA layers of the actuator 1mm longer on both sides.
connected to adjacent faces, so that there is a 1mm overlap for bonding.

**APPLICATION**

We will detail four potential self-folding structures that can be manufactured by Thermorph.

**Art - Self-folding Rose**

We created a rose to illustrate a sequential deformation mechanisms in Thermorph system. Using forward design in the software editor, we improved the pattern design iteratively to achieve a rose shape with a spiral stem and several petals from one flat piece (Figure 13d). However, to improve the aesthetic quality, we refined the geometry once we verified the basic mechanisms in Thermorph editor. We design the structure to allow the fold of the vertical stem part in a spiral direction, followed by the flipping motion of each petal. The folding angle can be computationally controlled by printing speed and the width of the actuators, which is simulated in a finite element model (Figure 13e).

**Transportation - Self-Folding Boat**

Boat is another example for us to test out the forward design procedure in Thermorph editor as this example starts with a 2D pattern design as well (Figure 15). Users fold and simulate each hinge in the software to determine the desired folding state. In addition, through this example, we envision that transportation tools can be self-assembled on site. The boat we designed self-folded on the surface of hot water of 70 °C. We can imagine a larger boat folds up on top of a natural hot spring.

**Furniture - Self-Folding Chair**

Flat pieces of furniture can save shipping and packaging cost, and provide convenience for transportation. With this self-folding chair design (Figure 16), we envision the scenario of "baking a chair" - flatly packed IKEA piece can be baked into a chair, when no assembly is needed.

**Wearables - Self-Folding Armor**

Unlike the previous applications that start with a flat pattern design, this armor starts with a 3D model (Figure 17a). We use the inverse design procedural in Thermorph editor for this case. We envision a self-assembling armor that can be put on top of a human body by itself (Figure 17b-d). In addition, the armor can be ironed flatly for easy carrying, and self-fold into 3D when heated again. This process is
reversible due to the shape memory effect of the thermoplastic (Figure 17e).

![Figure 17. Self-folding armor: (a) a target 3D model; (b) a printed flat sheet (21.5x12.1cm); (c-d) a 3D armor after self-folding; (e) shape memory - the armor can be ironed flatly for easy carrying, and self-fold into 3D when heated again. This process is reversible.](image)

**Performance and Discussion**

**Reproducibility:** Five rose printed (Figure 18) show an acceptable reproducibility of our technique. To ensure a high reproducibility, we will need to ensure the consistent printing and triggering conditions, including the heating temperature and time, the angle and fixed face during folding, and the speed of retrieval.

![Figure 18. Five roses printed by Thermorph show a good reproducibility. Triggering temperature was 70°C, heating duration was 15 seconds.](image)

**Mismatch:** The major reason for mismatching between the simplified 3D mesh and the printed model is gravity. To mitigate the influence, we chose the relatively centered face as the fixed face during the folding process, or purposely modified the printing speed from the theoretical calculation. For example, for the polyhedron in Table 1F, we have to fix the center face and place the whole structure in a way that all the hinges around the center face fold downwards for the ideal performance.

**Mechanical strength:** Our current 1:100 chair is 0.8mm in thickness and can hold ~350g vertical load with < 5° elastic deformation. If our chair is modeled as a cantilever beam, for a 1:1 model that is capable of holding 50kg with 2° deformation, our calculation gives a ~3mm thickness requirement. We have conducted a preliminary test, with a 3mm strip with promising folding performance.

**Collision:** as the bunny (Figure 10) had one collision on the right of the neck, we orient it in a specific position to introduce some gravity effect to slow down the folding of the colliding faces; since the rose (Figure 13) collides if the outer petal folds faster than the inner ones, we fix the outermost petal during the folding process. In the future, we will explore additional features in our software to suggest the holding place and orientation during the folding process.

**Scale:** In the application examples, all cases except the rose were scaled down to fit the bed. Within the range of 25 - 225 cm², in our primitive and application cases experiments, scales do not have a substantial effect. In the future, we will explore the scale effect both in experiments and simulation.

**Future Design Vision**

We envision an on-site fabrication scenario, where we print flat pieces and trigger them to self-assemble in the wild with natural energy - concentrated sunlight, hot springs, etc. For remote locations such as deserts where transporting large 3D structures is challenging, such technology becomes very relevant. The fact that we can choose engineering-graded ABS and Nylon material make this vision possible (Figure 19). Today in Africa, people make solar oven to bake pizza with mirror concentrated sunlight. We could use a similar setup to guide the self-folding process (e.g. a self-folding solar oven baked by a solar oven).

**RELATED WORK**

**Faster Prototyping with Novel Digital Fabrication**

A majority of 3D printers are still slow to even print a reasonably sized object. Researchers have introduced novel fabrication techniques to speed up the fabrication for prototyping physical artifacts: Platener to substitute some 3D prints with laser-cut plates [2], faBrikation to integrate construction kits into 3D prints [21], LaserOrigami [20] and LaserStaker [38] to utilize laser cutting and welding to create self-folding and layer stacking objects, and WirePrint [19] and WeaveMesh [34] to replace 3D surface with a wireframe mesh. HotFlex, in particularly, explored the manipulation of 3D printed PCL parts when they are heated above PCL Tg, for the purpose of saving fabrication time by printing pieces flatly [13]. However, the active transformation, or shape memory effect of thermoplastic is not discussed in the paper.

In terms of fast prototyping through folding, Foldio [23] introduced a software interface that can unfold a 3D paper origami model and suggest the 2D pattern that can be printed out of an inkjet printer. Foldio developed an actuation hinges, by attaching 3M tape on top of an inkjet printed heating trace. On top of Foldio, Thermorph extended both the design tool and the actuatable hinge structures, to make mostly arbitrary 3D mesh unfoldable, precise angle folding controllable, and thermoplastic based mechanically strong origami possible via 3D printing. In
addition, folding has been investigated as a mean for interaction [16], or as tangible input devices including Sketch-a-TUI [42], pop-up books [27] and interactive paper devices [30].

**Shape Changing and Shape Memory Materials in HCI**

There are three types of shape memory materials: shape memory polymer, shape memory alloy (SMA) and shape memory ceramic [17]. Shape memory alloy have been widely explored for HCI uses, including animated paper by Qi, et al [26], Shutter [5, 6] and much related work. SMA is conductive and has a high energy density, however, the form factor cannot be easily modified as it has a very high melting point. Comparing to shape memory alloy and ceramic, shape memory polymer tends to have the following advantage: a big variety of polymer material options; easy manipulation in form factor: fiber, spring, sheets, foam, other arbitrary 3D shapes; easy processing and programming.

Other shape actuation materials introduced in HCI include bi-strip thermoplastic material [15], pneumatic driven shape changing interfaces [24, 25, 29, 44], biological materials [41, 45] and digital materials enabled by electro-magnetic motors [10, 22]. Most of these materials have specific use cases, and requires customized fabrication process or customized 3D printing platform. For example, both biologic [45] and aeroMorph [24] require customized digital fabrication platform. In addition, except uniMorph [15], most of the shape changing materials are non-plastic based. We are interested in building on top of existing knowledge on shape control, and develop printable thermoplastic composite with commercial desktop FDM printers. We hope Thermorph add unique contributions to a bigger family of shape changing materials in HCI.

**Shape Memory Thermoplastic for Self-Folding**

Among the most relevant previous work, there are self-folding sheets with local light absorption [1, 36], sequential self-folding polymer sheets [2], and 3D printed self-folding composite with low-cost 3D FDM printers [38]. Using the same polymer sheets, researchers equipped the sheets with an additional conductive layer for joule heating for robotic applications and programmable self-folding structures [8, 9]. Similar to our technique, all these works are based on the prestress/prestrain that were embedded in the polymer; the reheating of the polymer causes the release of the prestress and the shrinking of the polymer. However, the polymer used in some of the previous work [1, 2, 35] is off-the-shelf product - Shrinky Dink (purchased from Amazon); it is uniformly pre-stressed, and a one-layer structure that has to be added with either an ink-jet printed pattern or a conducting heating pattern in order to be foldable. In contrast, our technology focuses on the development of a bi-layer structure, with each layer has a differential pre-stress and Young's modulus.

Comparing with the work by Manen at al [39] that has achieved angle control for various geometries via FDM printing, the major contribution our work is that we use printing speed as the major variable to control bending angles, whereas the previous work [38] suggested that the effect of printing speed is negligible. Although they listed some factors affecting bending angles, including layer height, actuator thickness and nozzle temperature, none of these was used to tune bending angles in their design. Our analysis is that these parameters are hard to be constantly varied within one continuous print. Instead, for the cube and dodecahedron requiring precise angle control in [38], angled grooves were printed at the hinges. However, printing resolution limits the minimum size and thickness of the grooves, which further limits the number and minimum thickness of faces within one sheet. In addition, different from the single-material option (PLA) introduced in [38], we use a PLA-TPU composite. As TPU has a lower tensile modulus (~25 Mpa) than PLA at its T<sub>f</sub> (~350Mpa), our composite is more rigid and retains a more stable shape when heated.

In terms of adapting 3D printing techniques for thermoplastic-based self-folding structures, FDM 3D printed pre-stressed polymer was discussed before [46, 47]. However, they only talked about single material printing with the thin-wall structure for meta-material design; they have not talked about composite self-folding structures with multiple polymers involves. With multi-jetting and photocurable printing techniques, fiber-matrix based composite for self-folding was test [11]. However, this requires customized photo-curable resin and hacking a high-end 3D printer such as Objet260 Connex3 (Stratasys).

**Self-Folding and 4D Printing**

Beyond heat triggered shape memory thermoplastic, other materials responding to other stimuli can be printed and self-fold as well. These systems are in general called self-folding materials, self-assembly materials, or 4D printing [35]. Many stimuli responsive phenomena have been used for 4D printing including hygroscopic materials [45], swelling behavior of hydrophilic materials [7, 12], glassy shape memory polymer fibers in an elastomeric matrix [11], synthesized six UV-curable materials [32], etc. Comparing with our technique, these response to different stimuli and for most of the cases, they require very customized materials that are specifically synthesized and high end or self-customized printers.

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we presented Thermorph, a rapid prototyping system through self-folding mechanisms of shape memory thermoplastic. While self-folding has been introduced for manufacturing, the main contribution of this paper is to introduce a novel composite material design, a low cost FDM 3D printing approach, and an end-to-end design pipeline to fold a variety of arbitrary 3D geometries from a flat sheet.

While our approach has proved to save printing time and post-processing efforts for a lot of complex 3D geometry
fabrication comparing to standard 3D printing approach, we see the main promise of the work to achieve novel folding structures with readily available printing materials. For future work, we plan to go beyond desktop 3D printers and explore such self-folding structures on a larger scale.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>specification</th>
<th>printing layer instructions</th>
<th>actuator layer instructions</th>
<th>before heating</th>
<th>self-folding in progress</th>
<th>after heating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Straight Fold</td>
<td>Actuator #: 1, Case A PLA orientation: 0° Printing speed of PLA: 5000mm/min</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Angled Fold</td>
<td>Actuator #: 3, Case A PLA orientation: 135°, 45°, 135° Printing speed of PLA: 5000mm/min</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Two-side Fold</td>
<td>Actuator #: 6, Case A &amp; Case B PLA orientation: following the curve Printing speed of PLA: 5000mm/min</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Circular Fold</td>
<td>Actuator #: 1, Case A PLA orientation: following the curve Printing speed of PLA: 5000mm/min Trigger T: 70°C</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Polygonal Fold</td>
<td>Actuator #: 2, Case A PLA orientation: 0° Printing speed of PLA: 5000mm/min Trigger T: 80°C</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Polyhedron Fold</td>
<td>Actuator #: 19, Case A PLA orientation: 0°, 60°, 120° Printing speed of PLA: 9000mm/min Trigger T: 70°C</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>TPU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Geometric primitives.
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